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Abstract: Link-state routing remains as one of the most challenging issues in
ad hoc networking, due to the special conditions and requirements that hold
in such networks, which cannot be handled by classical routing protocols. In
the last decade, several efforts have been deployed either to design new routing
solutions adapted to ad hoc conditions, either to extend existing solutions for
wired networks to the domain of wireless mobile scenarios. This paper elaborates
on the latter alternative, focusing on the standard OSPF MANET extension
RFC 5449. It analyzes the impact and interest of the persistency principle to the
main OSPF MANET operations, in particular the adjacency synchronization
and the other operations that relate to it (flooding and route construction). The
presented results show that such persistent approach is appropriate for managing
adjacencies in the context of RFC 5449, and significant improvements might
be achieved by extending the persistent principle into the topology selection
mechanism.
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Adjacency Persistency in OSPF MANET
Résumé : Le routage d’état-lieu (link-state) reste comme l’une des questions
les plus difficiles dans un réseau ad hoc, en raison des conditions particulières et
des exigences qui tiennent á de tels rseaux, qui ne peuvent être traitées par les
protocoles de routage classiques. Dans la dernière décennie, plusieurs efforts ont
été déployés, soit pour concevoir de nouvelles solutions de routage adaptées aux
conditions ad hoc, soit d’étendre les solutions existantes pour les réseaux filaires
au domaine des scénarios wireless mobiles. Ce document détaille la dernière alternative, en se concentrant sur l’extension standard RFC 5449 OSPF MANET.
Il analyse l’impact et l’intérêt du principe de ”persistance” sur des opérations
principales au context OSPF MANET, en particulier la synchronisation des adjacences et les autres oprations qui s’y rapportent (flooding et construction de
routes). Les résultats présentés montrent que cette approche persistante est
appropriéé pour la gestion des adjacences dans le cadre du RFC 5449, et des
améliorations significatives peuvent être obtenues en étendant le principe de
”persistance” au mécanisme de sélection topologique.
Mots-clés : MANET, mobilité, ad hoc, réseu, routage, OSPF, MPR, persistance, adjacence, flooding, synchronization, état-lieu
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1

Introduction

Due to the challenging conditions in which communication is performed in ad
hoc networks (short-lived links, radio channel unreliability, scarce bandwidth,
etc.), link-state routing remains as one of the outstanding issues in this realm.
Therefore, there have been many efforts in the last decade to provide efficient
routing mechanisms in such networks, either by designing new link-state approaches specific for Mobile Ad hoc Networks (such as OLSR [6]), either by extending existing protocols in order to facilitate operation in MANET conditions.
This latter approach becomes particularly attractive for networks in which mobile ad hoc components may coexist with fixed infrastructure for which efficient
routing solutions are already known.
The most significant efforts in such approach have produced several extensions of the Open Shortest Path First protocol (OSPF) [1] [8], which have been
standardized by the IETF in [9], [10] and [11]. This paper focus on the standard
extension RFC 5449 [9] and explores some aspects of the link-state database
(LSDB) synchronization in the context of ad hoc networks. While the analysis is restricted to the particular configuration of MPR-OSPF, results might
be interesting for more general conditions. Link synchronization is a basic operation in OSPF (and, more in general, in every link-state routing approach)
which plays an essential role in assuring a consistent knowledge of the network
topology shared by all routers, such that any of them can thus select optimal
(shortest) paths to every possible destination. Due to the cost of such operation (in terms of overhead required for database exchange and utility in ad hoc
networks), the study of synchronization properties and the analysis of different
optimization possibilities constitute a relevant aspect to focus on.
In all the mentioned OSPF MANET extensions, synchronized links (so-called
adjacencies in OSPF terminology) are selected among the set of network links
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according to a specific rule to form a reduced overlay in which reliable link-state
synchronization is performed in a point-to-point fashion. In the case of RFC
5449, adjacent links are persistent, meaning that adjacencies may be conserved,
once they have been formed, even when they would be no longer selected as
adjacent.
This paper addresses the impact of such persistency policy in the adjacency
management of OSPF MANET extensions, by studying the case of RFC 5449.
More precisely, it discusses the advantages of using a persistent or non persistent
adjacency rule and evaluates the effect of both approaches, in the context of
RFC 5449, in terms of routing quality, performance of flooding operations and
amount of control traffic dedicated to LSDB synchronization processes.

1.1

Paper Outline

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes
the architecture of OSPF and its standardized MANET extensions, with special
attention to RFC 5449. Section 3 describes the role of adjacencies in such routing extensions and discusses the impact of forming persistent or non-persistent
ones. Section 4 presents the results of simulating persistent and non-persistent
approaches in a wide range of mobile scenarios. Finally, section 5 concludes the
paper.

2

Background

This section provides a brief summary of OSPF architecture (section 2.1) and
presents the main techniques used in the MANET extension standardized in
RFC 5449 (section 2.2).

2.1

OSPF Architecture

OSPF [1] [8] is one of the most prominent protocols for link-state IP routing
within an Autonomous System (AS) [3]. As a link-state approach, it relies on
the dissemination of the topology information across the network. Such dissemination allows all routers to keep a copy of the same distributed link-state
database (LSDB). Maintaining a consistent LSDB enables every router to compute autonomously optimal routes (shortest paths) to all possible destinations.
Such routes are computed through the Dijkstras algorithm.
Such maintenance requires the flooding of the topology information in an
efficient way. This flooding is mostly handled by adjacencies. A link between
two routers is called adjacent if both routers have synchronized their link-state
databases. This operation requires a database exchange that is performed in a
point-to-point fashion. When there are modifications in the network topology,
they are advertised through the adjacent links, which thus need to form an
overlay connecting all routers within the OSPF domain to each other. Topology
updates are carried by Link State Advertisements (LSA).
Rules for determining which links must become adjacent depend on the type
of the interfaces (point-to-point, broadcast, NBMA, point-to-multipoint or virtual link [1]) involved in the links. For instance, a point-to-point link is always
declared to be adjacent. For Non-Broadcast Multiple Access networks (NBMA),
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interfaces elect a Designated Router (DR) to be responsible for topology information flooding. Then, every interface in the network becomes adjacent to this
elected DR and every topology update is first sent to the DR and then flooded
by the DR to the whole network, through its adjacent links.

Figure 1: Area structure in an OSPF NBMA Autonomous System.
An Autonomous System ruled by OSPF can be split in routing areas. An
area is a group of routers that share the same link-state database and thus
share the same view of the network topology. If there are more than a single
area, all OSPF areas are connected to a backbone, so-called Area Zero (see
Figure 1), which handles inter-area routing. Such a partition requires a 2-level
hierarchy of routers (internal routers belonging to an area, IR, and area border
routers connecting two or more areas, ABR), and enables the network to contain
most of the impact of a topology change (in terms of control traffic overhead to
update LSDBs) in the area in which that change occurred, keeping the rest of
the network relatively unaffected.

2.2

The Multi-Point Relays Extension of OSPF
5449

RFC

RFC 5449 [9] specifies the standard MANET extension of OSPF based on the
multi-point relays (MPR) technique [4].
The Multi-Point Relaying technique provides a mechanism for performing
efficient broadcast in wireless networks. It is known that nave broadcast operation leads to undesirable saturation effects (the broadcast storm problem) [2],
so MPR aims to reduce the redundancy of such nave scheme by only allowing a
limited subset of neighbors of the source to retransmit broadcast packets. Figure 2 shows the difference between a broadcast packet retransmission in a pure
flooding (nave broadcast) fashion and under the MPR technique, only allowing
selected relays (solid balls in the figure) to retransmit the received packet. Such
multi-point relays are selected by the source node and the election can be done
through different heuristics, but the subset of MPRs has to be able to reach
every 2-hop neighbor of the computing source (MPR coverage criterion). The
selection of the most convenient relays requires naturally that the computing
source is aware of its own 2-hop neighbors, since any MPR selection is performed
to provide coverage to a particular set of 2-hop neighbors, using a particular set
of 1-hop neighbors.
RR n➦ 7390
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RFC 5449 relies on this MPR technique to perform the classic operations
of a link-state routing protocol such as OSPF. Hence, routers synchronize their
LSDBs mostly with their MPRs, topology information traffic (LSAs) are only
flooded through the overlay formed by links in which any of the endpoints is
MPR of the other, and only MPR links are advertised in LSAs.

Figure 2: (a) Pure flooding vs. (b) flooding through Multi-Point Relays.

3

Persistency in OSPF MANET Adjacencies

This section explores the notion of adjacency in the context of OSPF MANET
and discusses the applicability and interest of persistent approaches in such domain. Section 3.1 elaborates on the impact of adjacent links in the main routing
operations (database synchronization, control traffic flooding and route selection) for the standardized OSPF MANET extensions. Section 3.2 presents the
persistency concept and the implications of its implementation in the different
OSPF MANET operations. The case of RFC 5449 is described specifically for
both subsections.

3.1

The Role of Adjacencies in OSPF MANET

It has been already mentioned in section 2.1 that adjacencies play an essential
role in regular OSPF, in particular in NBMA interfaces, those from classic
OSPF which best correspond to the semibroadcast situation in MANETs. In
such cases, adjacencies populate Router-LSAs and the area-wide shortest paths
are thus mainly computed among them.
In the standardized OSPF MANET extensions [9] [10] [11], this role is mostly
kept, and hence adjacencies take part in the following aspects:

❼ Database synchronization. The adjacency rule enables every node to perform link-state database synchronization with a subset of its neighbors.
Such rule is based in RFC 5449 in the Multi-Point Relaying criterion, as
already mentioned in section 2.2. Flooding. Control traffic (Router-LSAs)
is flooded across a subset of the adjacent links in [9], [10] and [11]. In RFC
5449, nodes flood their Router-LSAs to their neighbors selected as MPR.
INRIA
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❼ Topology selection. If the adjacency rule is able to select network-wide
shortest paths, as in [9], Router-LSAs advertise a subset of the adjacent
links of the originating nodes (MPR selectors, for RFC 5449). Otherwise, Router-LSAs may need to list adjacent links and some additional
bidirectional links, as in [10] and [11].
In all cases, changes in the adjacency rule have a direct impact in the three
above-described main operations of OSPF.

3.2

Persistent Adjacencies

In the context of adjacency-related decisions, persistency is defined as an asymmetry between the condition for adding a link to the adjacent set and the
condition for removing it, in which the latter is more restrictive than the former. Figure 3 illustrates an example of persistency in adjacency selection and
maintenance, in which an adjacent link is only degraded in case it is no longer
bidirectional.
(a)

adjacent

(adj.rule)

(!adj.rule)∧(bidir.)
(bidir.)

bidirectional
(!bidir.)

non-bidirect.

(b)

(adj. rule)

(bidir.)

(!bidir.)

(!adj.rule)∧(bidir.)

adjacent

bidirectional
(!bidir.)

(!bidir.)

non-bidirect.

Figure 3: (a) Non-persistent and (b) persistent approaches for adjacency handling.
RFC 5449 applies such approach: a neighbor is selected by a node as adjacent if it is either an MPR or an MPR selector (neighbor that has selected the
node as MPR) of the computing node. Once the adjacency has been formed
(LSDB databases have been exchanged), the link is conserved as much as possible that is, as long as it is a two-way (bidirectional) link. When applied to
LSDB synchronization, the main effect of this hysteresis is to reduce the number
of database exchanges (in particular, for those neighbors which are alternatively
added and removed from the MPR set) while increasing the overlay of reliable
links (that is, those for which LSA exchange is secured by acknowledgements).
RR n➦ 7390
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Relay lifetime in RFC 5449
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)
40
35

(sec)

30
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5
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# Nodes

Multi-point relays
Bidirectional neighbors

Figure 4: Relay and neighbor lifetime in RFC5449 (5 m/s).
Such approach is reasonable, given the short lifetime of multi-point relays
(see Figure 4). As it was mentioned in section 2.2, MPR selection depends on
the set of 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of the computing node. Any change in
this set of nodes may imply a recalculation of the whole MPR set, thus making
the relay stability significantly smaller than the bidirectional neighbors.
Since adjacencies play a relevant role not only in terms of LSDB synchronization, but also for flooding and route selection operation (see section 3.1),
adjacency hysteresis might be extended naturally to such aspects as well. Evaluation of these alternatives (flooding through persistent adjacencies and advertising persistent adjacent links in LSAs) is addressed in the following section.

4

Evaluation

This section analyzes the impact of adjacency persistency by evaluating the
performance of four configurations based on RFC 5449, each of them exploring
the implementation of the persistency principle into a different operation. Such
configurations have been simulated for a wide range of density scenarios and
mobility patterns. The results for moderately mobile scenarios (5 m/s), which
are presented in the following subsections, are representative of the observations
performed. For details of the simulations parameters, see the Appendix.

4.1

Considered Configurations

The following configurations are considered (see also table 1)1 :

❼ Configuration PPM (adjacency and flooding persistency). Adjacency rule
is persistent, and Router LSAs are flooded through all adjacent links (including those persistent).
1 Acronyms for the considered configurations stand for [P]ersistent / non-persistent [M]PR
for (i) adjacencies, (ii) flooding and (iii) topology selection.
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Conf.
PPM
PMP
PMM (RFC 5449)
MMM (Non-Persistent)

Adjacencies
Persistent
Persistent
Persistent
MPRs

Flooding
Persistent
Flooding MPR selectors
Flooding MPR selectors
Flooding MPR selectors

Topology
Path MPRs
Persistent
Path MPRs
Path MPRs

Table 1: Considered configurations.

❼ Configuration PMP (adjacency and topology persistency). Adjacency rule
is persistent, and all adjacent links (including those persistent) are advertised in LSAs.
❼ Configuration PMM (only adjacency persistency). Adjacency rule is persistent, but only non-persistent adjacencies (i.e., links to Path MPRs or
Path MPR selectors) are advertised in the topology selection. LSAs are
only flooded through Flooding MPR selectors.
❼ Configuration MMM (non-persistent approach). Links are no longer adjacent when none of the involved nodes is MPR of the other.
Configurations P**2 are RFC5449-compliant [9], configuration PMM following literally the specification. Configuration MMM breaks with the behavior
prescribed in section 5.3.4 of [9], in what concerns the treatment of adjacencies
when the corresponding neighbor ceases to be part of the MPR set.

4.2

Persistent Adjacencies and Data Routing Quality

Figure 5 shows the data delivery ratio for each of the considered configurations.
In general terms, it can be observed that persistent approaches (P**) present
a significantly better behavior that configuration MMM, the only one which
does not apply the persistency principle in any main operation of the routing
extension. Moreover, the figures shows that the configuration literally following
the specification of RFC 5449 [9] can be still improved in terms of delivery ratio
by implementing the persistency principle in OSPF operations other than LSDB
synchronization, as configurations PPM and PMP do. The simulations shows
as well that such increase of the delivery ratio was achieved with no significant
damages on the routing quality, measured in terms of data packets delay.
2 That is, all configurations with persistent adjacencies, regardless of the approaches implemented for the other OSPF operations. This includes PMP, PPM and PMM.
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Delivery ratio
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)
0.78
0.76

(over 1)

0.74
0.72
0.7
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0.66
0.64
0.62
10

20

30

40

50

# Nodes

Conf. PPM
Conf. PMP
Conf. PMM (min. RFC 5449)
Conf. MMM (non-persistent)

Figure 5: Delivery ratio (5 m/s).
This improvement of the routing quality is at the expense, first of all, of
a relevant growth of the adjacent overlay, as it can be observed in Figure 6.a,
which compares the size of the average adjacent set in persistent configurations
(1, 2 and 3) with the non-persistent configuration (4). Figure 6.b, in turn, shows
the gap between persistent adjacencies, with significantly longer lifetime, and
non-persistent ones.
Difference in the size of adjacent overlays is more significant as the network
50nodes
density increases: in 50 nodes networks, with a density ν = 400m×400m
=
nodes
312 km2 , about 80% of the adjacencies are persistent. It has to be noted,
however, that the cost of such adjacencies is extremely low in terms of control
traffic exchange. They correspond indeed to links which have been already
synchronized when they become persistent, and thus can be conserved with
very little additional overhead. While forming an adjacency is in general a quite
expensive and hazardous process in an ad hoc network, mainly due to the rigid
conditions in which databases are exchanged, conservation of such adjacency
has almost no cost this argument will be more developed in section 4.3.
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Adjacencies per node
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)

Adjacency average lifetime
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)
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Conf. MMM (non-persistent)

Figure 6: Adjacency characterization: (a) Adjacencies per node, (b) Adjacency
lifetime (5 m/s).

4.3

Control Traffic Structure

The implementation of the persistent approach in any of the OSPF main operations link synchronization, LSA flooding, route construction necessarily implies
an increment of the density (number of links) of the corresponding overlay. One
of the main objectives of the persistency evaluation is to identify the cost of this
overlay density increase. Control traffic structure and amount are also some of
the main differences among the considered configurations.
Control overhead
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)
1600
1400
1200
(kbps)

1000
800
600
400
200
0
10

20

30

40

50

# Nodes

Conf. PPM
Conf. PMP
Conf. PMM (min. RFC 5449)
Conf. MMM (non-persistent)

Figure 7: Total control overhead, in kbps (5 m/s).
Configuration PPM presents the highest overhead utilization, at least in
terms of kbps. It is the only persistent approach that suffers from such a high
overhead, being the other persistent configurations (PMP and PMM) the ones
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handling lowest amounts of control traffic. While link synchronization persistency (common to configurations P**) appears to have a positive impact in the
overall traffic with respect to the non-persistent configuration, the application
of the persistent principle to LSA flooding overcomes that effect by making
explode the amount of control traffic dedicated to flooding. This is confirmed
by Fig. 8, which represents separately the number of packets dedicated to the
flooding operation (mostly Link State Update packets carrying Router LSAs).
This figure points out the increase of flooding traffic happening under configuration PPM, which mobilizes more than three times the number of packets in
the other configurations.
The fact that PPM performs flooding across an overlay containing all persistent adjacencies has a positive effect in the quality of the flooding operation,
as the evolution of the LSA retransmission ratio indicates (Fig. 9). This ratio
measures the average number of times that a Router-LSA needs to be retransmitted in order to be successfully received through an adjacent link. Other than
the slight improvement for configuration PPM, it can be observed that flooding over non-persistent adjacencies might be seducing from the point of view
of the overlay minimization, but results in a less stable set of adjacencies (see
Fig. 4) and, consequently, a more unreliable operation that requires more LSA
retransmissions that any persistent configuration.
The slight improvement of the flooding quality achieved by PPM with respect
to confs. PMP and PMM (Fig. 5) are at the expense of a significant increase
in the control traffic. This increase is mostly caused by the explosion of the
flooding overhead (see Fig. 7 and 8).
Topology information in OSPF is disseminated through LSA flooding and
through point-to-point synchronization. There is a trade-off between control
traffic dedicated to synchronization (adjacency-forming processes) and dedicated to LSA flooding via multicast, for similar levels of routing quality (data
delivery ratio). Figure 10 shows the amount of synchronization control traffic
(packets taking part in the database exchange) under each of the considered configurations. Configurations with low levels of flooding traffic are as well those
with more significant amounts of synchronization control traffic, and vice versa.
It can be observed (see Fig. 7) however that the implementation of persistency
in the topology selection operation (configuration 3) produces a less significant
impact on the overall control overhead than than in flooding (configuration 1),
while achieving equivalent levels or delivery ratio (Fig. 5) and keeping reasonable flooding quality values (in terms of LSA retransmission ratio, below 10%,
see Fig. 9).
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Flooding control traffic
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)
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Figure 8: Flooding control traffic (LSUpdate packets via multicast), in number
of packets (5 m/s).
Figure 10 shows as well the main inconvenient of the non-persistent approach, confirming what was mentioned in section 4.2. Once formed, an adjacency can be conserved with almost no additional overhead only the corresponding to LSA reliable flooding over that link. But this additional overhead is far
less relevant than the overhead caused by tearing down adjacencies that might
be required again in a short time, as Figure 9 indicates. Therefore, keeping a
small set of adjacencies, when the adjacency rule is as unstable as MPR (see
Figure 4), can only be done by tearing down cheap existing adjacencies, while
increasing the number of expensive database exchanges to perform. That leads
to a significant synchronization control traffic growth, as it can be appreciated
in Figure 10.
LSA retransmission ratio
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)
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Figure 9: LSA retransmission ratio (5 m/s).
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Synchronization control traffic
(Fixed size grid, 5 m/s)
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Figure 10: Flooding control traffic (LSUpdate packets via multicast), in number
of packets (5 m/s).

5

Conclusion

This paper has addressed the effect and interest of the principle of persistency in
the context of link-state routing synchronization. The analysis has been done by
focusing on the standard extension of OSPF for MANET specified by the IETF
in RFC 5449. In such extension, like in other OSPF-like approaches, link-state
database synchronization is handled by the notion of adjacency.
RFC 5449 specifies already a persistent rule for adding and removing links
from the adjacent set. This paper analyzes the impact of such approach by
comparing it with a non-persistent configuration. The results of such evaluation,
performed by means of simulating both configurations in a wide range of mobile
scenarios, clearly confirm the positive impact of persistency in terms of overhead
optimization and routing quality.
The paper explores as well some other applications of the persistency principle, mainly focusing on the other main OSPF operations: LSA flooding and
route construction. In these configurations, adjacency persistency is thus complemented with flooding and topology persistency, respectively. The analysis
and evaluation of such configurations indicate that, while in both cases there are
non-negligible benefits in terms of routing quality, flooding persistency causes
a significant rise of the control traffic. In contrast, advertising persistent adjacent links has a very limited impact in terms of overhead while achieving a
remarkable improvement of the overall performance.
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